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Routers, Doubters, and Pouters 

So, if I have to listen to one more moron talk about 

routers, passwords, and databases I am going to 

vomit.  

Some things should be self-evident but apparently, 

we’ve allowed technological terms to become the 

modern-day version of hieroglyphics. Let us start 

with routers.  

Now I know many will find this hard to believe but 

the primary responsibility of a router is to….hang 

on….be patient….drum roll….to ’route’ something. I 



know it’s just preposterous to think that would be the 

primary responsibility, but crazier things have 

happened. There are 5 types of routers. Now brace 

yourself because these get very tricky because the 

more you peel back the router onion peel the more 

complex and crazier it becomes. 

1. Wired Router – A router with a wire on it. 

2. Wireless Router – A router that uses a wireless 

signal. 

3. Edge Router – A router that sits on the edge of a 

network. 

4. Core Router – A router that sits in the center (or 

backbone) of a network. 

5. Virtual Router – A router that is only there is 

there is a technical failure and then it kicks in. 

I should probably stop right there because I know 

that minds are blown at this point. Routers route 

things and they track where they routed those things 



to so my friends anyone concerned about routers 

compromising the election data is 100% lying.  

However, they are tipping their hand because what 

they are really concerned about is not that the data 

may be compromised but rather that you and I may 

find out where the data was routed. More specifically 

they are petrified that you and I may find out what 

data was routed and where. The only way to make 

that determination is to know not only the router 

paths but also what data ‘packets’ took a ride on 

those router paths. 

Now I am going to get even more detailed but it’s 

imperative that you pay close attention because 

what I am about to say is absolutely core to what I 

believe ‘actually’ transpired on November 3rd, 4th, and 

part of the day on the 5th.  

There is a term in network technology called ‘packet 

loss’. Essentially what this means is from point A to 



point B there may be some lost data depending on 

the quality of the network that transfers that data. 

But there is another term called ‘duplicate packeting’ 

which is typically used for troubleshooting major 

packet loss. For example, if my network is 

experiencing a 10% packet loss then I might 

duplicate packets in order to reduce my loss rate. In 

other words, if there is a Microsoft Word file traveling 

across the network, they may duplicate it in order to 

preserve it. One may be lost but the likelihood that 

both are lost is super slim. Does this make sense? 

The only reason I have ever seen duplicate 

packeting used is where a network is having major 

issues with data loss. 

Do you remember this guy? His name is Phil 

Waldron. 



 

He testified in Pennsylvania, Michigan, and Arizona 

at a minimum. The primary purpose of his testimony 

was to articulate the data disparities among the 

various counties with which we have all become so 

familiar. He was giving well-articulated examples of 

disparities that could only be explained with 

programmatic explanations.  

But then he said something that at first seemed 

peculiar then 5 seconds later I was frozen to my 

seat. He said, “Our analysis of the network traffic 

found there was significant external packet 

duplication coming into the network but little to no 

packet loss on the internal network. So, they have 

the packet data and then some.” 



Of course, not a single occupant in the room had 

any clue what he just said. What he said was this:  

There was duplicated data coming in from outside 

the building and it was being fed back onto the 

network inside the building.  

 

That was the ’81 million’ moment for me. I knew at 

that second that this was much greater than some 

silly Dominion machines, mail in ballots, and late-

night tabulation. This was Miller…this was 

Ezra….this was Trump. 

 

What President Trump did was historic and amazing. 

What he has everyone else doing is even more 

magical. What he has everyone doing right now is 

playing ‘Operation’. 



The narrower the cavity you try to navigate the more 

likely that your metal tweezers brush up against the 

metal that protects the wishbone. Trump knows that 

the more you operate on the patient the higher the 

risk of infection or death to that patient. So, Trump 

says look here or look there. Poke here or pick 

there. 

 



Donald Trump is operating on the patient and some 

patients just don’t make it through surgery…..and 

that patient is Joe Biden.  


